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CSR  is a sustainable way of business management to execute company’s commitment and responsibility 
towards the people (Employee and community) ,planet (natural environment) and the  profit (economic 
development). 
Our CSR practice 
? Epyllion group contributed 1 million  BDT  on  30 April 2013  to  BGMEA  as  an aid for the 
victims of savar tragedy 
 
? Epyllion group organized an eye camp and free medicine services for the workers and staffs of 
Dhaka zone business units on 28 August,2013. 
? Epyllion group organized an eye camp and free medicine services for the workers and staffs of 
Textile Division ,Gazipur zone on 25  september,2013. 
? A vitamin  A campaign was  held in epyllion style limited collaborated with our  buyer. Children  
from 6 months  to five years  received vitamin A capsule from this campaign. 
? Free coaching center in Narayanganj 
? Renovated Rasulpur south government primary school. 
? Epyllion group  extended its hand to assistant the victim of  extreme winter every year with 
winter cloth and blanket. In 2012 to 2014, more than 8500  pcs of winter wear and blankets are 
distributed among unprivileged person in Rangpur, Nilphamari, Kurigram and Faridpur. 
? Epyllion group   provided sponsorship to Earth Club environmental beneficiary project 


































































4.1 Recommendation & Conclusion: 
Recommendation: 
From the analyses and findings interpreted above, I would like to recommend the following 
factors to be taken seriously by Epyllion management. 
* Epyllion should increase their loom efficiency and install higher quality foreign machineries in 
order to avoid different types of fabric fault as well as avoid compensations, which incurs huge 
amount of losses sometimes. 
* In order to avoid mismatch between samples and bulk, Epyllion should install fully automated 
computerized software and machineries because these problems usually arise from errors in 
manually input data and confusions from those. It is sometimes seen the pantone numbers are in 
correct ,sample numbers are incorrect in the labels. So, they should work seriously on this issue. 
*Many more looms should be installed in order to avoid minimize the lead time for production. 
Otherwise the regular buyers will get delivery on time and local irregular buyers will not. 
Ultimately they will lose interest in Epyllion and in future if there’s any scarcity of foreign 
buyers and orders at Epyllion, those dissatisfied local buyers will not place orders either. 
* Efficiency should be maximized by employing more professional management personnel so 
that fabric price can be reduced because the yarn prices are increasing on a weekly basis now. 
 
* In Audit Department MIS should be improved because this department do not use update 
software. 
 4.2 Conclusion: 
 
From the above stated analysis, it can be said that product quality of Epyllion Textiles Ltd. Plays 
most significant rule for customer satisfaction. In addition to this, Good co-operation of Epyllion 
and their verities of product also play crucial rule for customer satisfaction. 
Furthermore, to some extent buyers become satisfied when their requirements are fulfilled. 
Moreover, Buyers also become satisfied when they get good co-operation from Epyllion Textiles 
Ltd. 
In order to avoid mismatch between samples and bulk, Epyllion should install fully automated 
computerized software and machineries because these problems usually arise from errors in 
manually input data and confusions from those.eat Epyllion fabrics industry. 
Finally, I can conclude with saying that the product quality of Epyllion is the main reason for its 
customer satisfaction. Over here, product quality doesn’t mean the fabric quality only. It contains 
the over product, price, promotion, delivery, service, and commitment quality of Epyllion and its 
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Factory concern department 
 
 
  
 
